KNOCK OUT A FOUR WEEK MAYMESTER COURSE!

CES/SOC/WST 300
INTERSECTIONS OF RACE, CLASS, GENDER AND SEXUALITY [DIVR, M]
MAY 9 – JUNE 3

Dr. Jenifer Barclay
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10a – 12p
Prerequisite: 3 hours of CES, WST, or SOC 101

This course fulfills a Diversity [DIVR] or Writing in the Major [M] designation and familiarizes students with the powerful concept of “intersectionality,” a theory that speaks to the ways in which structures of power and domination (such as racism, sexism, ableism and others) operate simultaneously and are deeply interconnected. As opposed to separately addressing individual categories of identity, experience and power (race, class, gender, sexuality, disability, etc.), the intersectional approach employed in this class examines the nebulous, complex space where these interlocking forms of oppression come together.